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Move Title : 54 Days  Country Of Production : Australia Year Of Production :2014  

Running Time  : 84 Minutes  Language  :   English Subtitles :   Spanish (Others TBC) 

Sales Agent : To Be Confirmed Rating   : Not Yet Rated  

Starring : John Michael Burdon, Michael Drysdale, Dianna LaGrassa, Michela Carattini, Gregory J Wilken  

Written By  : Tim R. Lea  Directed By : Tim R. Lea 

Producers : Nicholas Andrew Halls, Ravi Kambhoj, Zayed Al Otaiba   

Production Company : 54 Days Productions – 54 Days Pty Ltd, 178, 2-26 Wattle Cres, Pyrmont, NSW. 2009, Australia  

Contact Details : tel: +61 415 556653 (Australian Time zone – GMT +11 hours) 

  e:  info@54daysthemovie.com 

    www: www.54daysthemovie.com 

    t: @54daysthemovie 

    f: www.facebook.com/54days 

   y: http://www.youtube.com/user/54daysthemovie/videos 

mailto:info@54daysthemovie.com
http://www.54daysthemovie.com/
http://www.facebook.com/54days
http://www.youtube.com/user/54daysthemovie/videos
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Background: 

 

54 Days is an Australian, crowd-funded, independent feature film, created by 54 Days Productions. This is the first of 

a slate of movies currently in development – each a thriller that enjoys healthily controversial themes; themes that 

stimulate debate; themes that question the human condition.  

 

 

Synopsis 

 

54 Days is a story about 5 people trapped 

in a 1960’s nuclear shelter after a 

biological & nuclear attack. As food & 

water runs out, the group are forced to 

make an impossible decision …  

Either one of them dies or they all die… 

 

 

 

 

The movie explores how each of us 

would react to a situation where our very 

survival is at stake. It is here, that our true 

character reveals itself; it is only here that 

we see who we truly are... 

Prepare yourself for an uncomfortable 

and challenging journey that twists and 

turns, keeps you on the edge of your seat 

and will make you question…  

"How far you would go to survive?”  
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Reviews To Date  

We are increasingly getting requests to review 54 Days since we have held both our World and Australian 

Premieres, and would like to thank the current reviewers for taking the time and trouble to review our movie. We 

also look forward to welcoming new reviewers.  

“54 Days is a tight and suspenseful addition to the post-apocalyptic genre.” 

Ben Poole at TheMovieWaffler.com, You can check out their full review  here 

__________ 

"A FANTASTIC Independent film...I can't wait to see what they do with a higher budget - I am on board!" 

Video Review by Janet R. Blakely from Moviefreakout.com 

__________ 

"54 Days ... is a truly gripping bit of work that goes to show just how great cinema is that comes from Oz..."  

See the full review here  

__________ 

"4 Star Bunker Brilliance, Indie Film at its Best" 

See the full review here 

__________ 

"Keeps you guessing all the way through...." 

4/5 - UK film critic Gemzee Check out her review here 

__________ 

"Surprisingly gripping, suspenseful and emotionally packed film" 

Review by Richard Delamore of Acting Australia. Check out his review here  

__________ 

“A slick exercise in close-quarters tension” 3.5/5 

Review By Simon Foster at  

 

http://www.themoviewaffler.com/2014/12/first-look-review-54-days.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SaSA9t7mM8A
http://guardianlv.com/2014/11/54-days-independent-australian-film-is-truly-gripping-reviewtrailer/#Gy5JmJBAYrx35xDk.99
http://www.road-rash.co.uk/cinema/54-days-vod-review/#.VHuMUjGUeSo
http://as-told-by-gemma.blogspot.co.uk/2014/11/54-days.html
http://www.actingaustralia.com.au/54-days-review-54-days/
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Festivals & Awards To Date : 

 

30 Dies – Andorra – Nov 2014 – Official Selection  

 

30 Dies – Andorra – Nov 2014 – Official Selection Award - 

Special Jury Prize for Outstanding Achievement  
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Official Selection Sci-fi film Festival, Parramatta, Nov 2014 

 

Official Selection IdyllWild Jan 2015 
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Trailers 

We have our Official Trailer and five 30 second teaser trailers for 54 Days, which can be viewed by clicking on the 

links below (internet connection required): 

Official Trailer 

 

Shockwave Teaser  

 

Hazmat Teaser 

 

Bunker Party Teaser 

 

Intro Teaser 

 

Running Teaser 

 

http://youtu.be/EELRR6ZSwN4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FReOE3KMJw0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rl4vxdMlowU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1hX2DaHSZ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YuZQHGyQ7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eT2MQGv0gpw
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  The Filmmakers 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

Director  Tim R. Lea 

Producers Nicholas Andrew Halls,  

Ravi Kambhoj,  

Zayed Al Otaiba  

Executive 

Producer  

Tim R. Lea 

Director Of 

Photography  

Nathaniel C.T Jackson  

Editor  David Mclaren Roberts 

Composer Dimitri Mentis 

Writer Tim R. Lea 

Production 

Designer 

Skye Mclennan 

Costume 

Designer 

Laura McGenniss 
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Tim Lea 

Executive Producer/Writer/Director 

 

 

 

 

 

Tim has been screenwriting for 12 years. Whilst his 

professional background was in Corporate Finance, he 

used to write every morning , first thing - come rain, 

shine (or hangovers) writing in cafes close to his 

historic places of employment.  

This discipline has meant that he has now written 7 

full feature screenplays, written and produced 3 

shorts, NURSERY CRY’MES, EASY MONEY, 54 DAYS and 

written 10 short 10 minute plays, most of which have 

been performed to audiences. 

His creative writing voice is that of healthily 

controversial thrillers – thrillers that seek to challenge 

the status quo, to make an audience think – and so it 

is with 54 Days – making you think about the very 

primal issue that affect us all – survival - and what we 

will actually do to survive – just ask the gunman who 

held him up with a gun on his first visit Sydney to 

Sydney in 1991…. 

In order to expand his directorial skills, Tim has spent 

the last two years working closely with theatre actors 

within the Sydney theatre scene, writing and directing 

10 short plays that have been performed, and 

received well   

54 Days is Tim’s first feature film 
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Nicholas Andrew Halls  

Producer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sydney based writer, director and producer. The 9 to 5 is 

a job as a an editor and cameraman for a production 

company in Bondi Junction, refining technical skills on 

hype reels, activations, corporate video and TVCs. 2014 

promises to be a big year; with production on first 

feature 54 DAYS now complete . At the same time, short 

film THE LAST HUNT releases in March, and development 

marches forward on short film IN LOVING MEMORY with 

Jordan Buck, feature film RODA ROKET with sophomore 

Indonesian film maker Sean Monteiro, and solo feature 

film THE LADY OF THE LARP. 

  

54 Days is Nick’s first feature film 
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Ravi Kambhoj  

Producer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 A true challenge for a Producer is, how to produce 

innovate and inspiring work with little resources and 

small budgets. I’ve been a very passionate 

independent producer for last 12 years and most of 

my work in the past has been through these 

challenges with great results, My films have been a 

commercial success and have won awards at various 

prestigious films festivals around the world. 54 Days is 

one such film, it’s edgy, fast paced and thrill a minute 

kind of story written by very talented writer/director 

Tim Lea. It’s a micro budget film and together with 

the generous financial support from our well wishers 

we will make a great film which will make you proud 

to be associated with the project. 
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Nathaniel C.T. Jackson  

Director Of Photography  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Nathaniel is a highly experienced Sydney Based DOP, 

honing his craft running a Sydney based media 

production company, JACKSON SPEED comprised of a 

team creative experts with an unparalleled devotion to 

the craft, thriving on the challenges their clients bring. 

Every ounce of Nat’s technical expertise was required to 

bring a varied visual palette to the 54 Days, his first 

feature.  

  

54 Days is Nathaniel’s first feature film.  
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Skye McLennan  

Production Designer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Skye McLennan is a Californian native with a immense 

background in film that has planted herself in the 

creative industry of Sydney for the last two years. She 

has worked within art department on several features 

films such as I Believe in Unicorns(2014) Licks(2013) 

and TV shows such as Dark Minds(2014) and History 

Hunters (2013). She has also worked on several 

commercials, short films and music videos.  

54 Days is Skye’s first feature film as Production 

Designer.  
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Dimitri Mentis  

Composer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Dimitri Mentis is a musician guitarist who has written 

music and scored 3 short films and one feature. 

Having performed as an amateur singer songwriter in 

Sydney over many years, he recently studied screen 

writing and acting and also interested in animation 

and game design.  

54 Days is Dimitri’s first feature film as Composer. The 

main theme for 54 Days with a really cool guitar solo 

can be heard here 

  

  

 

https://soundcloud.com/54daysthemovie/54-days-soundtrack-main-theme-with-guitar-solo-outro
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 The Cast 

 

 

 

  

  

Anthony John Michael Burdon 

Nick Michael Drysdale 

Liz Dianna LaGrassa 

Michelle Michela Carattini 

Dirk Gregory J Wilken 
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John Michael Burdon 

Anthony  

 

 

John Michael Burdon, currently represented by Harbour Street 

Management, graduated from the Actor’s College of Theatre and 

Television in 2000 with an Advanced Diploma in Acting. John Michael 

went on to professionally perform in CATS, Grease, Hot Shoe 

Shuffle and The Odyssey. A previous knee injury that JM sustained 

during the fight scene in an amateur production of Oklahoma in 1997 

returned to plague him, resulting in a knee reconstruction and 

effectively halting his dance career in professional musical theatre.  

In 2009, John Michael joined the Sydney Shakespeare Festival as an 

ensemble actor, playing in the 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013 seasons 

respectively in leading roles such as Benedick (Much Ado About 

Nothing), Petruchio (Taming of the Shrew) and Malvolio (Twelfth Night) 

He has performed in the independent and professional theatre circuit 

ever since, from Penrith to Sydney, and recently appeared as Mitch in 

CTG Inc’s A Streecar Named Desire, Reverend John Hale in Emu Heights 

Productions acclaimed production of The Crucible and Solomon in Duck 

Duck Goose’s Theatre Company’s production of Pinball for the 2014 

Mardi Gras Festival while exploring his craft at Bell Shakespeare. In 

2011. 

John Michael started to make the transition to film and television. His 

first foray into film was in the feature My Mind’s Own Melody directed 

by Josh Wakely and Silverchair’s Daniel Johns. He has appeared in CI 

Channel’s episodes of Deadly Women and Dark Minds as well as 

appearing in a number of short films for Tropfest. John’s film and 

television experience started to expand into independent features and 

web series and he recently worked on Universal 

Picture’s Unbroken directed by Angelina Jolie. In 2014 John Michael will 

appear in web series Atomic Kingdom as tribe leader Breeze, web 

series The Sex Of Us in the supporting lead role of bi-curious cop Amos 

as well as independent features Wyrmwood and Awake For A 

Moment in supporting roles. 54 Days marks John Michael’s first leading 

character in film. 
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 Gregory J Wilken  

Dirk  

 

 

54 Days is Greg’s first foray into feature films and using a standard 

American accent. Greg was also one of the original 5 actors in the short 

version of 54 Days which was nominated for two awards at the WD Sci 

Fi Movie Festival in 2013. Greg started his acting career just a few years 

ago and has been working tirelessly to grow his skills in the craft. 

Greg began his acting training at the highly respected Darlo Drama 

School in Sydney, Australia where he completed all 3 levels and then a 

number of specialty courses such as Actors Lab, Ensemble and Studio as 

well as the excellent Acting for Camera intensive. Greg then became 

involved in Crash Test Drama a Sydney based short play competition 

taking out Best Actor awards three times in 2013. In 2013 as part of the 

International Short Play Festival ‘Short and Sweet’ Greg was one of 

three actors who went through to the ‘Peoples Choice Showcase’ in the 

production of ‘Get Me To The Stage On Time’. In 2014 Greg and his co-

actor Lynda performed in ‘Short and Sweets’ Gala Finals and took out 

the award for Best Overall Production. 

Greg has now performed across Sydney at King Street Theatre in 

Newtown, Sidetrack in Marrickville, Darlo Theatre in Elizabeth Bay and 

the huge York Theatre at the Seymour Centre. He has performed roles 

as diverse as ‘Brett’ in ‘The Boys’, ‘Nick’ in the comedy ‘Bedroom Farce’ 

and his most recent performance as the evil ‘Goundrey’ in the haunting 

play ‘Holy Day’ by Australian playwright Andrew Bovell. 

To continually improve his skills Greg has recently audited the 

MasterClasses of legendary acting coaches Ivana Chubbuck and Larry 

Moss. In July 2014 Greg was a participant in the Anthony Brandon 

Wong MasterClass, one of Australia’s best acting coaches. 

Greg is passionate about the arts and was one of the major sponsors of 

the most exciting new theatres to open in Sydney’s eastern suburbs – 

the simply stunning Eternity Playhouse in Darlinghurst. It is Greg’s 

desire to move into TV and film while still working on theatre 

productions. 
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Dianna LaGrassa  

Liz  

 

 

Dianna is a Canadian born actor who has been working and living in Sydney 

for the past three years. As a child she attended the Toronto Academy for 

Film and Television and was selected for an intensive program where she 

worked alongside famous Canadian actors.  

 

Since coming to Australia Dianna has continued to build and develop her 

craft. She has been accepted into several NIDA Open Studios where she has 

had the opportunity to be trained by some of the best in the business.  

 

She has starred in several short films, commercials and completed her first 

feature film Two Brothers and a Girl as the female lead last year. 54 Days is 

Dianna's second feature film and she plays one of the leading female roles.  

 

Dianna is always looking for challenging roles and opportunities to work 

with amazing talent.  
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Michela Carattini  

Michelle 

     

 

 The daughter of an Australian ballerina and a Panamanian-American 

intelligence officer,Michela grew up in Germany and made her film 

debut at the age of fourteen, featuring in The Houston Grand 

Opera’s internationally televised stage-movie, Street Scene. She 

studied at New York’s famed conservatory, The American Musical 

Dramatic Academy, and went on to graduate from Ivy League 

College, Columbia University and earn a Masters of Criminology at 

The University of Sydney. Compelled to improve the plight of 

trafficked peoples, Michela took several years’ break from acting to 

tackle the issue as a social worker.  Returning with some incredible 

life experience, Michela now explores the human psyche through the 

art of acting. 

The challenging role of 'Michelle' in 54 Days marks Michela's second 

starring role in an independent feature. Her other recent film credits 

include starring as the charismatic and beautiful American 

psychiatrist 'Sam' in The 33rd Wedding, romantic French backpacker 

'Lauren' in the French Art-Cinema short Le Matinal, the savvy 

business woman 'Lana' trying to break into the boy's club in the 

avant-garde short Sweet Disposition, the epitome of 

altruistic strength as the 'Mother' in the live-animation short Papa's 

Sonata and tough Aussie cop 'Joyce' in the bitter-sweet comedy 

short Busted. TV credits include CU2054, It’s A Dole Life, Strangers 

with Candy, and Third Watch. She has appeared on stage world-

wide, including in Cabaret ('Helga', Off-Broadway), Angels in 

America ('The Angel', NYC), Godspell ('Sonia', Germany), Alice In 

Wonderland ('Alice', US Tour), Goodbye Charlie ('Charlie', FSTC, 

Sydney), Maria Stuart ('Mary Stuart', FSTC, Sydney), and The Student 

Prince at the Heidelberg Castle in Germany. 
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 The Director’s 15 Frequently Asked Questions  

1. What was your inspiration for the story? 

The story was driven by my passion for “healthily controversial” thrillers; looking towards exploring sometimes 

difficult and challenging issues – especially with moral dilemmas that none of us would want to face. When your 

own survival being at stake, it is the most primal instinct, and we wanted to explore what would we do as human 

beings to survive. This form of dilemma is so interesting on a number of different levels.  

2. How did the movie come about? 

Personally, I have been screenwriting for 12 years, and have had two scripts optioned for production, with one 

generating funding from one of the Public Bodies here in Australia. Frankly I got so pissed off that nothing was 

happening after all the effort that goes into writing and developing a script I thought – screw this I need to 

produce movies as well – using all my corporate finance and project management skills. 

So in late 2013 as a team we made an award nominated short for a time-fused Short film competition in Sydney 

– the WD Sci-fi project. In the competition we had 28 days to complete a 10 minute movie after being given a 

topic; ours was post apocalypse.  

We got such positive feedback from the audience and industry professionals alike that we decided that we 

simply HAD to make the short into a micro-budget feature. 

3. Who wrote the screenplay ? 

It was myself that wrote the screenplay, based upon the success of the short as a proof of concept. However 

the script was designed in such a way as to accommodate flexibility. As part of the development process for 

54 Days, we rehearsed the actors for four months prior to the actual shoot, with that rehearsal process 

leading to many improvised moments, which ultimately made their way into the script and ultimately 

finished up on screen. Equally as part of the development process, as the writer, I wrote 16 different endings 

to ensure we weren’t just taking the easy way out and replicating the short film, letting the natural forces of 

the characters and the actors’ craft working together to determine which ending they naturally gravitated 

towards.       

 

4. What are the film’s core themes ? 

54 Days is a contained thriller that explores the core themes of  
 

 Survival,  

 Loyalty  

 Betrayal 

 Truth  
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And how true character is tested and gradually shows itself as it seeps its way to the surface when survival itself 

is at stake.  

 

5.  What’s the most important message that your film conveys? 

 

Survival brings out the best and the worst in people; the best when we focus on things that are truly important 

to us, and the worst – fighting for our own survival, when all bets are off, and it becomes about survival of the 

individual rather than the community.  

 

6. How big was your production budget? 

Our production budget was $54,000. With post production and direct marketing expenses the overall 

expenditure will be around $75,000. Of course this excludes all the thousands of man-hours so many of the 

passionate team have put into this project. 

7. How were you able to fund the project? 

We crowdfunded the project - $54,000, with a 54 day campaign for the movie titled 54 Days – yeah it BS – but 

hey marketing works!!. You can check out our original crowd funding video here  

8. We hear of so many tough stories about Crowdfunding. How was your experience?  

It was the hardest $54,000 I have ever raised in my WHOLE previous professional life as a Corporate Financier. 

Somebody summarised it really ell when they said it was a “tax on friendship”. If people don’t support you what 

does that say about your friendship? I must admit I did have the arrogance of many of my peers in Corporate 

Finance thinking it would be 

easy to leverage all my contacts 

for finance and get the movie 

financed. Was I wrong or what? 

That was my biggest wake-up 

call. I can safely say that 90% of 

all my finance contacts did not 

even know what crowd funding 

was ! So not only do you have to 

get them on side but you have 

to explain how the whole 

process works and then when 

they said “and what is my 

return on investment” I thought 

WTF am I doing talking to you guys. We got the money though through family, friends, contacts of friends and 

ultimately through people that were hearing about the project. Man – it was hard work – so much so that I 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g10Lr7G5Z4w
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wrote an article on the experience called “10 Tips to make Crowd Funding Easy – Yeah Right!!” you can read that 

article here.  

In fairness, the power of crowdfunding is the ability to prove a concept and to get awareness. It got us out there 

talking to people and our tentacles spread far and wide, which has helped us with the ultimate marketing of 54 

Days, post production. 

But if anyone reading this is thinking about crowdfunding – just be aware it takes an inordinate amount of time 

and is hard work. Would I do it again ? For the right project – in a heartbeat!! 

9. How does your story differ from other stories of survival, like Alive (1995)?  

We researched the cannon of survival movies – Alive, The Cube, Open water, Saw, the Donner Party, Lifeboat 

(Hitchcock), The Divide etc etc, and whilst comparisons will always be drawn, 54 Days is designed as a character 

piece – exploring deeper emotional challenges associated with the secrets the characters hold that ease their 

way to the surface as the pressure builds on the individual characters to survive, and as they are forced to look 

at their own lives an what is really important – with deathly consequences.  

6. How can you make 

a movie interesting 

when you are 

shooting primarily 

in one location? 

Low budgets mean limited 

locations and limited 

opportunities for high end 

production values – see my 

article “The Top Ten Tips For 

Writing A Microbudget Script”. 

From the get-go we knew we had to develop a script, where the plot twisted and turned; that provided 

emotional highs and emotional lows, all sticking within core screenwriting principles and yes that horrible word 

“structure”. Equally, we knew that visually we had to make the journey interesting, to mirror the emotional 

beats the actors were hitting. So in tandem with Nathaniel C.T. Jackson, our awesome Director Of Photography, 

we looked at varying the visual styles of shots, using all Nathaniel’s adept skills from his time working with 

Television Commercials.  

In the end, we used a variety of different shots:  

 jib shots, 

  shots,  

 hand-held and my personal favourite  

http://www.anycamerawilldo.com/10-tips-to-make-crowd-funding-easy-yeah-right-2/
http://thestorydepartment.com/ten-top-tips-writing-micro-budget-script/
http://thestorydepartment.com/ten-top-tips-writing-micro-budget-script/
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 tight close-up shots to get deep inside what was going on inside the character’s heads using platforms 

strapped to the actors’ chests  

All of these were constructed to get emotional variety; emotional 

resonance – otherwise it would appear as if we were shooting a 

play.  

7. Tell us a bit about the shoot  

Because of the tight budgets, locations were very limited (4 in all) 

and the overall shoot was 13 days (excluding subsequent 

pickups). We deliberately shot over the 2014 Easter break  to : 

 minimise the time our crew, who primarily work in 

the TV Commercials industry, had to forego core 

income to be involved in the shoot. 

 enable us to rent the studio for very low rental – the 

studio we rented was part of a church complex, 

which was normally used to shoot the religious 

leader’s sermons. So because Easter was their 

busiest period in the Church itself, it meant the 

studio space wasn’t being used – so we rented the 

studio very cheaply. (It also meant the language on set had to be kept clean – luckily the studio space 

was heavily sound proofed!)  

We shot 54 Days in Sydney in four locations: 

 a rooftop penthouse in the centre of Sydney, which we found on 

airbnb.com 

 the fire escape of one of the actor’s apartment building  

 a carpark  

 The Church complex studio  

8. How did you go about creating a 1960’s Nuclear Bunker With 

Zero Budget? 

When I look back at the quality of the end result on screen I just don’t know how 

our wonderful Production Designer, Skye Mclennan (that’s her in the photo) got 

the end result she did with the zero budget we had. Between us all we spent 

several rainsoaked weekends and weeknights slowly creating the bunker from the 

core base of reject plywood 4mx3m slats purchased from local timber yard, 

applying coats of grey paint and render, and then painting again leaving them to dry 
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in my patio overnight – all under the expert guidance of Nicholas Andrew Halls our wonderfully talented 

producer. Skye an her team also traipsed through the charity shops and junk to find 1960’s artefacts to bring the 

shelter to life in tandem with using the services of prop hire companies. When I look back at everything I think 

wow! How did we actually achieve what we achieved?! One word immediately springs to mind – TEAMWORK. 

We had 113 people working on our project altogether and everyone has been an absolute pleasure to work with.  

9. How is the feature different to the short film version of 54 Days? 

One of the most important things for us was to make the feature very different to the short film, which is readily 

available to see on Youtube. We had to ensure we had an answer for the question – why would I go and see the 

feature if I can see the short online?  

With the feature, we had more time to spend on character and plot development; to build in richness and depth 

to plot and character alike. I was so paranoid about making the feature so different to the short that I finished up 

writing 16 different endings, without telling the actors the endings and let the characters themselves bring the 

ending to life through improvisation.  

10.  How did you find working with unknown actors?    

It was an absolute pleasure working with the actors on 54 Days. Three had extensive theatre experience, which 

means they were used to holding character for long periods of time – essential when it comes to us having a 13 

day shoot.  It also had the down side 

of some of the performances were 

sometimes too loud – almost as if 

they were shouting to the back of the 

auditorium; but all were incredibly 

professional to work with. We spent 

4 months rehearsing the script 

before we even put a foot on set, to 

give the actors a complete feel of 

who the characters were. As a writer 

I am a great believer in “character 

bibles” and “character webs” to show 

the actors who the characters are; 

their background, their physicality, their psychology and how their relationships with each other. We even went 

out one night in the main entertainment area of Sydney – with each of the actors going out in character – 

remaining in character to anyone they spoke to. Hard work but a true devotion to their craft.  

11. Are there any other projects you are working on Right Now ? 

 

54 Days represents a calling card for everything our awesome team of 113 people have put together, which we 

want to use as a platform for the development of other projects. After all if we can produce and market an 

entire movie for under our target of $75,000 what can we do with more money behind us. As a result, we are 

building a slate of movies – primarily “healthily controversial” thrillers.  
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The latest project that is now gaining marked traction, is “Murder By Proxy” - about a guilt-ridden guy that loses 

his wife and child to a suicide bomber and holds the spiritual leader accountable for “murder by proxy”. Despite 

every attempt to bring the spiritual leader to justice nothing works, so at a point of desperation he takes over a 

rural mosque with 6 hostages inside – very controversial on the outside – but on the inside it is about his journey 

of reconciliation, with the movie resolving itself through humanity – and NOT through violence – with the 

underlying message being “the power of humanity to provide resolution”; perhaps a voice for the majority of the 

world’s population that actually want peace.  

It’s a powerful, primal story that is very thought provoking – and has had some very favourable international 

coverage. It is not designed to be exploitative and is based around truth - a member of my family converted to 

Islam over 25 years ago.  At the same time the project has to be very delicately handled for obvious reasons and 

is very much in the current zeitgeist – perhaps too much! (Check out my twitter feed @timothylea2 for updates 

on this and other projects). 

 

12. What or who inspired you to become an independent filmmaker? 

I have been a passionate screenwriter for 12 years, writing every morning prior to starting my working day in my 

historic full-time roles in Corporate Finance. In this time, I have written and produced 3 short films, written 7 

feature screenplays, a novel and numerous theatrical pieces, so story is well and truly in my blood.  

Then in early 2013, unfortunately,  I lost my mother to a fatal heart attack. That was my wake-up call. As I stood 

on her grave and said literally said I am going to follow my heart not just my head - life is too short!!  And whilst 

it took me over 12 months to get everything in place, I quit my full-time job, and am now on the filmmaking 

journey and there’s no turning back – it’s much more than business – it’s personal!     

13. Will the film be presented at film festivals ? 

Absolutely! We have submitted 54 Days through to a number of genre festivals – thriller/horror/sci-

fi/microbudget festivals, resulting in: 

 Us holding our World premiere at the 30 Dies festival in Andorra on November 6  and  

 Us holding our Australian premiers at the Sci-fi film festival in Sydney on November 16.  

We are currently submitting to other festivals worldwide.  

14. When and how will 54 Days be released?  

Having thoroughly researched the indie sector, where it appears that 0.15% of films submitted to major festivals 

get distribution (13,000 films are said to have been submitted to Sundance, with 130 shown and 30 getting 

distribution) we have focused from the get-go on getting 54 Days a Video On Demand (VOD) release following 

our Australian premiere of the movie at the Sci-fi film festival in Sydney. 

Our Video On Demand will be available from November 20 to rent and to buy and we are currently in discussions 

with iTunes, Amazon, Youtube and other major movie portals  – check out the latest release news at: 
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 http://www.54daysthemovie.com/rent-or-buy-54-days/ 
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